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Recent Trends

After going through a gradual slowdown from FY 2018-19, the  
Indian economy had to endure the economic crisis brought on  
by the COVID-19 pandemic. However, since the last budget, we  

have seen high growth rates. According to various forecasts,  
India looks poised to become the fastest-growing economy.

Although we saw high industrial growth from March to June,  
industrial development slowed down and was recorded at 1.4%  

month-on-month (Base: 2011-12) in November 2021.

At the same time, inflation has been on the rise. This puts  
policymakers in a tough spot, as inflation calls for fiscal  

consolidation and interest rate hikes, but industries might need  
the boost provided by fiscal stimulus and low-interest rates.

Since the last Union Budget, the following key policies were  
announced: 
 
▪    National Monetization Pipeline - ₹6 lakh crore 
▪    PM Gati Shakti - National Master Plan for Multi-modal              
      Connectivity - ₹100 lakh crore        
▪    Semiconductor PLI Scheme - ₹76,000 crore 
▪    Auto Industry PLI Scheme - ₹26,400 crore 
▪    Retail Direct Scheme - One-stop access to goverment  
      securities for retail investors 
▪    Repeal of Farm Laws - 29th November 2021 
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The biggest positive in the budget 2022 was there  
was no negative. The FM has given impetus to growth  
by increasing the capex outlay by 35% which should  
give a boost to the manufacturing/infrastructure  
sector. Overall it was a pragmatic and a sensible  
budget. We continue to be positive on Indian  
markets, however we expect volatility and markets  
getting narrower with consolidation among high  
quality businesses. We will continue to invest in  
quality businesses that also have a long rope of  
growth potential across BFSI, Building Products, IT  
and Manufacturing sector.

~Nishit Shah

Principal Officer & Fund Manager 
PhillipCapital India Pvt. Ltd.
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Union Budget 2022-23, announced against COVID-
impaired environment, presents a range of visionary 
economic measures focused on Recovery, Reforms 
and Capex-led Growth. It is refreshing to see the 
growth-oriented budget without populist measures. 
The budget will fire the Indian economy to a 
sustainable growth path (@8-10%) and the fiscal 
deficit target of 6.4% in FY23 is achievable. It will 
stimulate private investment and corporate earnings. 
India is poised to emerge as the favorite investment 
destination.  

Steady GDP growth, higher capex push, continued 
divestment process, and stable tax revenues are the 
highlights. The good news is that there are no major 
populist measures despite several key state elections 
coming up. Public expenditure also has been kept 
under control. Simplifying the tax system and 
promoting voluntary compliance by taxpayers 
augurs well for long-term tax revenues. There are no 
new anti-rich taxes. Crypto transactions have been 
taxed at 30% though, which does not mean that they 
won't be banned in the future. Overall a good budget.

~Dr Nirakar Pradhan, CFA

Director, Finkasturi Nivesh Pvt Ltd

~Ram Kalyan Medury

Founder & CEO 
JamaWealth.com
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The 2022 Union Budget is a new beginning of Digital 
era in India. Digitisation of Agri ecosystem, skilling, 
education, Healthcare, Post Offices, Digital Banking, 
expansion of connectivity, and Digital Rupee are 
major initiatives in this budget. Such strong thrust 
towards digitising entire economic activity will 
provide further benefit to the companies which are 
leading this change as well the firms which can 
effectively use technology to accelerate its growth. 
AAA NEXT Gen WealthBasket is a curated portfolio of 
companies which are likely to be big beneficiaries of 
the powerful secular trends in technology.

~Rajesh Kothari

Founder & Managing Director 
AlfAccurate Advisors Pvt Ltd
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It’s a forward looking pragmatic budget with focus on  
increasing investment, accelerating growth and  
continuing the path of structural reforms. The budget  
is another policy statement in journey of India march  
towards $5 trillion economy in next 5 years.

~Pankaj Murarka

CEO & Chief Investment Officer (CIO) 
Renaissance Investment Managers
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